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Application Note AN013 
 

DEMO of Self-Powered PIR Radio Sensor 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this concept is to demonstrate the feasibility of an autarkic radio occupancy sensor 
for indoor use based on EnOcean technology. The concept implements the following functions: the 
lamp is manually switched on when entering the room and remains on as long as a presence is 
detected in the room; finally, the lamp automatically switches off shortly after the room is 
vacated. 

 

2. Implementation 

The DEMO system consists of two modules both of which are EnOcean based: one autarkic radio 
occupancy sensor and one line-powered radio receiver with a switching actuator (power relay, 
external lamp and “Lamp ON” push-button) as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 

                                               

Fig. 1. Radio occupancy sensor, autarkic       Fig. 2. Receiver, line-
powered 

What is new here is the implementation of an ultra-low-power radio occupancy sensor that can 
operate on as little as 60 lx of light (Fig. 3. Block diagram, Fig. 4. Realisation, wiring diagram). 
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      Fig. 3. Block diagram concept occupancy sensor transmitter and receiver unit
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Fig. 4. Wiring concept of the ultra-low-power radio occupancy sensor presented here 
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3. Function 

The lamp is switched on manually (Fig. 2) using the “Lamp ON” push-button on the receiver. 

After pressing the “Lamp ON” push-button, the integrated timer automatically keeps the light on 
for a certain adjustable length of time (2...30 minutes), e.g. for 4 minutes, like a timer switch for 
staircase lighting. The receiver expects further presence messages in this time period. 

This time is sufficient for charging the empty energy stores of the autarkic radio occupancy sensor 
(Fig. 1) via its solar panel, thereby ensuring its continued long-term function (cyclically 
transmitting presence messages when motion detected). The transmitter is a PTM 2XX module 
that, in the case of a motion arising, sends presence messages at adjustable intervals, e.g. every 
10 to 30 seconds or so (only presence messages type “Lamp ON”). 

Therefore, each time a “Lamp ON” message is received from the programmed radio occupancy 
sensor within this time period, the integrated receiver timer will be re-triggered and the “Lamp 
ON” time subsequently re-initialised (i.e. extended) for a new period of e.g. four minutes. 

Thus, the lamp remains ON for a further four minutes and stays switched on as long as further 
presence messages are received in this time period. The re-triggerable timer therefore functions 
as a “missing pulse detector” for “Lamp ON” messages: i.e. if no message is received within this 
preset time period, the receiver’s timer will automatically switch the lamp off at the end of that 
time period (“Lamp OFF”).  

Once the lamp is switched off, it can be switched back on by a detected motion within the next 
20…30 seconds. Thereafter it can only be switched on by manually pressing the on-button on the 
receiver again. This concept means that the lamp is always switched off automatically from the 
receiver end, either after a maximum of four minutes after the room was vacated or if a fault 
arises (radio occupancy sensor broken) independent of room vacation. The practical realisation of 
such a receiver, based on an RCM 120 module, a dual timer, a relay and a power supply, is quite 
simple and therefore needs no further explanation here. 

 

4. Start-up 

Before mounting the autarkic radio occupancy sensor on the ceiling, it should first be programmed 
to respond to the line-powered receiver. This is done by pressing the LRN push-button after 
placing the sensor’s solar panel under sufficient ambient light for at least three minutes. 

Normally the occupancy sensor will be automatically recharged from its solar panel each time the 
light in the room is switched on and will be ready for operation within a maximum of four minutes. 
This preset time (2...30 minutes, dependent on the local lighting conditions and the average 
activity in the room) is preset on the receiver and also serves to span the “Lamp ON” time 
between two consecutive presence messages. 
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5. Mounting Information  

In conformity with the general mounting guidelines for occupancy sensors for achieving the 
largest possible range, the typical position is centrally on the room’s ceiling. The optimum room 
height is 2…3.5m. This will give a range which is the same as a classic occupancy sensor and is 
only dependent on the design (PIR element, lens, housing, mounting location). 

A new aspect to be considered here, however, is that the autarkic sensor receives enough light as 
long as someone is in the room. The minimum required brightness (after switching on the light) 
for continuous operation of the autarkic sensor is a modest 60 lx or more, even if the room was 
previously in complete darkness. However, on ceilings in particular even such a low level cannot 
always be taken for granted even if 400 lx or more can be measured at a desk standing beneath 
the sensor!  

      

      Fig. 5. Typical position of the sensor           

6. Circuit Calculation 

a. Energy management 

The most important aspect of the dimensioning is to have the lowest possible power consumption. 
This can be achieved in two ways: 

1. To design and build the sensor circuit itself as frugally as possible. A current consumption of 4µA     
has been achieved by the use of adequate low-power components. 

2. To use the most economical radio transmitter possible, since the power used when transmitting 
is several thousand times higher than the transmitter’s own power consumption, i.e. approx. 
25mA! 

However, if, when a motion is detected, a message is only transmitted once every 10 to 30 seconds 
(time is preset as needed), this works out at about three messages/minute for instance, giving a 
total transmission time of only 6ms in a minute. Taken over this time period, this results in a long 
term average current of less than 3µA! This has been achieved by the use of a PTM 2xx, or to be 
specific a PTM 230, appropriately connected. 

Scenario: a room is previously in absolute darkness for an indefinite time. The presence detector 
must be ready to work within 4 minutes after the light is turned on and his transmission cycle is 
about three messages per minute in continuous operation at an ambient brightness of only 60 lx. 

The calculation is simple: in order to maintain the required nominal transmission power (i.e. 
range), the only place where “savings” can be made is with the time factor. This means that if 
transmitting with 3V at a typical current consumption of <25mA, for instance, the power 
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consumption is 3V x 25mA = 75mW. However, this (power consumption) in turn relates to a time 
of one second.  

But since with the PTM 230 the transmission is only made for a total of 2ms per message packet 
(one five-hundredths of a second), the average power when transmitting is reduced by a factor of 
500, and is therefore actually only (3V x 25mA)/500 or 3V x 50µA = 150µW. This still seems a 
lot, but this power is what would be required if the transmission cycle were 1x every second! So if 
the number of messages is limited to three per minute (60 seconds) as mentioned above, this 
would mean one message every about 20 seconds, which is 20x less current consumption again, 
i.e. 50µA/20 or less than 3µA as an average current per minute! 

Added together this gives an average total current consumption of 7µA (i.e. 4µA sensor + 3µA 
transmitter) for a voltage supply of approx. 3V, i.e. approx. 20µW in this case.  

Further requirements are a quick charging of the empty storage capacitor (within i.e. 4 minutes) 
after the light is switched on and a full recharge between two consecutive messages. The 
following output is required from the solar panel as the energy source: 

- The supply current requirement (averaged current consumption plus initial charging of a 1000µF          
storage capacitor from 0V up to 2.8V within i.e. 4 minutes) is given by: C x U = I x t, where C 
= capacity (farad), U = voltage (volt), I = current intensity (ampere) and t = time (seconds) 

   The min. current required is therefore I(µA) = C(µF) x U(V)/t(s) = 1000µF x 2,8V/240s = 12µA. 

   According to the data sheets 2.5cm2 of single solar cell is needed to generate this current at 60 
lx. 

- The supply voltage requirement: for 3V@60 lx and the required power, eight cells connected in 
series are necessary according to the data sheet. 

This gives the following essential key data for the solar panel: 2.5cm2 (single cell, current 
requirements) x 8 cells (voltage requirements), thus giving a total effective solar panel area of 
20cm2 (about 35µW@60 lx). 

In practice, the use of six standard SINONAR solar cells (each consisting of only seven individual 
solar cells in series) connected in parallel has shown itself to be sufficient for charging an empty 
1000µF storage capacitor up to >2.7V within three minutes. The total solar panel area is about 
21cm2 in this case. 

b. Circuit description and dimensioning (radio occupancy sensor only) 

The circuit has been dimensioned for a 3 to 5V supply voltage and works at 2.7V and above. If the 
selected solar panel is able to deliver an open load voltage of more than 5V, then a low-power 
Zener diode of 5V1 (e.g. BZX84C5V1) can be provided as a voltage limiter directly parallel to the 
storage capacitor behind the D2 Schottky (low forward voltage and low leakage current typ) 
diode. The C11 storage capacitor was dimensioned according to the following criteria: 

-  Capacity not too large, so that a voltage of more than 2.8V is reached within i.e. 4 minutes 
after switching the light on@60 lx. This should ensure that the device is ready to operate within 
this time period. Depending on the conditions and requirements, an optimum value lies within 
the range of approx. 470µF to 2200µF. This rules out the use of Goldcaps. 
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-  A second criterion is that the leakage current is as small as possible so that the charging 
current of the solar panel, which is only in the order of a few µA, is not instantly nullified by 
leakage currents of the same order of magnitude. The required capacities and costs rather 
suggest that only Elko capacitors could be considered; or alternatively, Tantal capacitors, which 
have considerably lower leakage currents. However, the current Elko capacitors generally also 
have a relatively low leakage current, although this is usually never even mentioned in the data 
sheets. Where it is mentioned, this usually concerns the professional Elko capacitors, which are 
therefore also much more trustworthy. The above-mentioned leakage current is only to be seen 
as a maximum guideline however. In practice, only a fraction of this value is ever reached. 
Nevertheless, Elko capacitors that are generally more generously dimensioned in terms of the 
working voltages and extended temperature ranges have a lower leakage current than the 
general purpose Elko capacitors that are too tightly dimensioned. 

The occupancy sensor used is a classic passive PIR dual sensor, i.e. Perkin Elmer’s low-cost 
standard LHI878 version in the DEMO unit, or the LHI1128 (quad), specially designed for ceiling 
mounting. These contain the dual/quad PIR element itself as well as a MOSFET acting as an 
impedance transformer and output amplifier. Both types can be used without any modification. Its 
output signal is further processed by the amplifiers IC1 and IC2 (LPV511, key data: rail to rail 
IN/OUT, working voltage 2.7V upwards, current consumption <0.9µA from National 
Semiconductor). Only the dynamic signal component (motion) is filtered and amplified by approx. 
>20,000 times. R17/R18 fix the static operating point, whereby a band-pass filter with a 
frequency band between approx. 0.08 to 8Hz is used, optimised depending on the area of use 
(far/near, fast/slow movements), which selectively boosts the signal accordingly. 

This amplified and filtered signal is added to a window comparator, realised with the two open-
drain output MAX920 comparators IC3/IC4 (key data: nanopower, 1.8V upwards, current drawn 
<0.4µA, open-drain output from Maxim), connected as a logical OR gate and R13, R21, R22 (as 
window thresholds), R23, C2 (as load and output filter). 

The common comparator output triggers a dual mono-shot CMOS 4538 (IC5A/IC5B). This needs a 
quiescent current of a few nA and generates the trigger pulse for the PTM230 and a trigger delay 
as described below. 

When a motion is detected, one mono-shot (IC5B) drives the low RDS(ON) P-Channel 1,8V MOSFET 
FDN304P, which turns on the supply voltage to the PTM 230 for a short time (approx. 4ms, preset 
with the RC member R24/C8) so that the “Lamp ON” message is transmitted. After this moment 
the other mono-shot (IC5A) inhibits the output of the IC5B for a preset time period (10...30 
seconds, determined by RC member R2/C3), thereby preventing the transmission of a possible 
subsequent message when this follows too shortly after the first message. This is in order to save 
energy. 

This also prevents unnecessary messages being transmitted every second when there is a lot of 
activity in the room, since the receiver timer has a preset waiting time of several minutes (2...30) 
between two consecutive messages anyway.  

The PTM 230 itself is pre-wired as a permanently ON push-button (SW1 to Vcc & SW2 NC) and 
when movement occurs it becomes an energy impulse at PWR1 from P-MOSFET Q2, controlled by 
the first mono-shot. The energy thereby was calculated according to the PTM230 User Manual. 
(An appropriately pre-wired PTM 200(C) could also be used here in analogous fashion). This 
ensures that only one “Light ON” message is sent; the receiver always takes care of the “Light 
OFF” function via its hardware (Timer), whereby the RCM 120 which is used functions in MODE 6 
(tubular motor control one channel, see RCM 120 User Manual). 
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7. Disclaimer and Further Information 

• This is just one concept demonstrating the possibilities for realising such systems in general 
and is therefore not a ‘final solution’ that is ready for production. Further development work 
should probably include looking into a concept for a practical programming method in an 
existing, functioning system.  

• In terms of optimising the costs and design of the housing/solar panel, a square shape with 
four solar cells placed on the sides seems more suitable (see Fig. 5 below). To hide their dark 
colour, the solar panel could perhaps be concealed behind a transparent milky window (this 
would cause additional power losses, which would have to be compensated for by having a 
correspondingly larger solar panel area). 
The area, number and shape of the solar panel can of course be further optimised to suit the 
purpose (existing lighting conditions and desired transmission intervals).  

 

Practical usage has shown that solar panel placed on the sides at an angle of 30° to the 
vertical receive more light as a rule, depending on their location; this can be up to 50% more 
in comparison to the horizontal, downward (towards floor) facing solar panel on the DEMO 
unit. 

      

     Fig. 6.  Square shape housing   

• Instead of using a PIR sensor for a motion detector, in future other sensors could also be 
used, e.g. for temperature, brightness, humidity or smoke detectors. 

 

8. Important Note 
 
The information contained in this document has been reviewed with great care and is believed to 
be accurate. EnOcean assumes no responsibility for its use, for any problems or damage, which 
may result from errors or omissions. EnOcean reserves the right to make corrections, 
modifications, enhancements, improvements and other changes to this information at any time 
without notice. 
EnOcean assumes no liability arising from the application or use of any product or circuit described 
herein, for its applications assistance or customer product design. Customers are responsible for 
their products and applications using EnOcean components. To minimize the risks associated with 
customer products and applications, customers should provide adequate design and operating 
safeguards. 
This information neither states nor implies warranty of any kind, including fitness for any particular 
application. 
Information published by EnOcean regarding third-party products or services does not constitute a 
license from EnOcean to use such products or services or a warranty or endorsement thereof. 
EnOcean does NOT recommend the use of its products in critical life support applications or 
security systems without explicitly written approval of the president of the EnOcean. 


